VERSATILE BY DESIGN
The Aria collection offers a wide selection of models, options and seat colors to suit a variety of applications including task, conference, side and collaboration. A wide range of back, arm, control and base options create an assortment of customization opportunities that make Aria versatile and easy to integrate into any workspace environment.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Aria is loaded with ergonomic options including multiple controls, adjustable back height, adjustable arms and seat slider (Y4 control only). Fixed arms also available for conference and meeting rooms. Mid and high back models provide fit for varying body sizes.

DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
Aria’s advanced design features create a unique statement in form and function. The suspension seat incorporates high-performance mesh overlaid with high-density molded foam. The result is both extreme comfort and long-term support.

CHOOSE FROM OVER 1,000 TEXTILES offered by C.F. Stinson, DesignTex, Mohair, Momentum and 9to5 Signature®. In the rare case we don’t have what you’re looking for, we’ll upholster your chair in any fabric provided to us!

LIFETIME WARRANTY on all structural and mechanical components. Fabric and foam are warranted against wear through and deterioration for five years.

QUICK SHIP!
Aria ships in 5 days in ExpressShip fabrics.
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
Sleek rectilinear lines give a contemporary look to a classic silhouette, making Aria inherently versatile and effortless to design around. Choose from 8 mesh colors to incorporate Aria into any workspace design.

MULTIPLE SYNCHRO CONTROLS
Three synchro controls give users a range of adjustability, support and comfort.

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR
An adjustable height lumbar is available as an option.
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